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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Despite good intentions and aspirations, few marketers
take full advantage of digital and social advertising.
For example, after surveying 80 CMOs of large consumer
brands, a majority of respondents reportedly do not
deploy digital advertising for audience and creative testing,
nor to better understand the people in their customer
databases. This report explores these challenges and
approach. The result is higher customer relevance,
reduced waste, accelerated learning and greater
marketing impact.
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Digital marketing and social advertising have fundamental advantages:

reduce waste

Accurate message sequencing and crossdevice analytics

Rich consumer data for advanced audience
segmentations and relevant messaging

Further, every campaign produces still more data to
help marketers learn, and become smarter. Because
of these advantages, brand marketers should lead
with digital, taking advantage of the insights produced
to improve all marketing, and make better business
decisions.
To see whether marketing executives agree with this
approach, SocialCode and The CMO Club surveyed 80
CMOs from large consumer brands, most of whom
spend more than $25-million on paid media annually.
In addition, we conducted one-on-one CMO interviews
to better understand digital marketing and datamanagement strategies at large consumer brands.
One of those interviews was with Clorox CMO
Eric Reynolds. Clorox employs an advanced
analytics team to extract insights, often using the
company’s data management platform (DMP). A

third-party data from sources like social platforms
not only to improve our targeting, but to understand
early performance indicators give us answers in
weeks. Our renaissance in the past year has been
incredibly rich. In fact, we hired 24 new people to

A conversation with 3M’s VP Global eTransformation
Raj Rao yielded similar insight. Because so many

managing customer relationships that are digital?’
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The Value Of Known Audiences
and User-Level Data
workflow, technology and executive support. Nonetheless,

and leverage automated marketing in a more

transformational business impact, learning more
about their customers and prospects in less time than

and breadth of content has truly evolved. That

from our one-on-one CMO interviews.

- Karen Noel, CMO, Sprint

Patrón Case Study: If The People Want Bottle Porn,
Bottle Porn They Shall Get
Patrón as CMO,
much of the brand’s marketing revolved around
what Applbaum referred to as "bottle porn,"

After studying aggregate response data from social,
display, email open rates and other digital signals,
Applbaum and team found their core audiences

stunning backdrops. Applbaum thought the
Patrón community might appreciate the brand

they still loved the bottle as well. The brand takes
advantage of this knowledge by carefully balancing
innovative messaging like the Oculus campaign with

like an Oculus virtual-reality campaign that took
consumers through the hacienda where the tequila
is made from the vantage point of a bee.

cinemegraphs (still photos with subtle animation) to
engage people while staying fresh.

Two posts to Patrón’s Facebook page, dated
September 2015.
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TD Ameritrade Case Study: Doing
Real-Time Right
marketing, CMO Denise Karkos explained the

Bulls as opportunities to motivate investments.
But, the results were not better than the brand’s
traditional campaigns. Karkos and her team shifted
updates – that alerted long-term investors to the
relevance.
Now, when TD Ameritrade does connect itself to major cultural events like the Olympics (an event the
Olympic hopefuls that had subtle branding and no product-forward message. The goal was brand lift, not
the sales funnel, to the right audiences and at the right moments.

Clorox Case Study: Not All Water Drinkers Are Alike

This process helped Reynolds’ team subdivide the core audience into granular segments, which are served
Digital-ad insights allowed the Clorox marketing team to group the audience into seven unique segments,

Belkin Case Study: Contextualizing Product Value ... At Dinner Time
tool that allows people to control home electronics from anywhere. One key strategy is appealing to people’s

relevance.
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The Digital Divide
Chief marketers have heard these examples and

rates. This insight led the brand’s marketing team
to integrate calls-to-action for its least expensive

digital agenda is as challenging as it is valuable,

Low emphasis on audience and creative
testing

FIGURE 2: Do you test creative and audience combinations with
digital advertising to better deploy advertising on conventional
channels like television, radio and print?

A low percentage of CMOs in our survey test
creative and audience combinations with digital
in our survey report they do not use digital advertising
to identify new customer segments. This is a lost
opportunity. For example, marketers can learn what
excluding customers in their CRM from prospecting
campaigns. To illustrate, one of SocialCode’s largest
consumer brand clients discovered in an a/b test
that people with no relationship to the brand converted
smaller impact on the brand’s most loyal customers.

FIGURE 1: Do you test creative and audience combinations with
digital advertising to identify new customer segments?

61%
No

39%
Yes

do
not use digital advertising testing to make traditional
advertising channels like TV, radio and print smarter.
Conventional mass media are powerful, though
provide infrequent and imprecise feedback about
what worked, when and why. Porting overnight insights
-- like high-performing audience and creative
combinations -- from digital advertising into
conventional analog channels can amplify impact,
reduce waste and accelerate learning. For example,
one of SocialCode’s Fortune 500 telecommunications
clients used Facebook to test how its core audience
points and sophistication. SocialCode helped the

66%

34%

No

Yes

Marketers invest the least in channels
on which they can learn most
A major division in modern marketing is whether
targeting is based on estimated or known audiences.
Conventional analog channels like television and
online channels like display usually target audiences
via a research-panel proxy (provided by Nielsen) or a
marketers can
understand the programs their desired audiences
probably watch, the magazines they probably
read or the websites they probably visit 1.
Even with online display, targeting and measurement
is based on a browser or single device, instead of
a known person or audience across channels and
frequency, and surface accurate audience and creative
learnings. By contrast, platforms like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and Pinterest are tied directly to
people are logged in on their various devices. The
data are key not only in driving performance, but
also in delivering the content, timing and message
best.
Despite these advantages, the CMOs we polled spend
nearly 5x more on search and display than social.
FIGURE 3:

SEARCH

DISPLAY

SOCIAL

30%

29%

12%

1
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Marketers are not (yet) fusing their
customer databases and advertising
A customer database is incredibly valuable to marketers.
customer database and advertising by fusing the
do not use digital advertising to better understand
the audiences within their customer database.

value in doing so. In fact, less than a quarter of our
respondents have no plans at all to use digital campaign
data to better understand their existing customers, and
40 percent plan to deploy the strategy within the
like Facebook, a dedicated DMP is not necessary
to take advantage of a hybrid advertising and CRM
strategy.

CMOs Must Control Their
Data To Be Digital First
All other challenges aside, digital and social advertising
success revolves around data. So marketers that
want to better understand their audiences, improve
their creative, fortify their customer databases and
take action based on campaign learning must be in
command. And while a fully developed DMP is not
required to take advantage of cross-channel data,
marketers must at least have comprehensive data
access, transparency and portability. Many marketers

FUSING CRM AND ADVERTISING: USE CASES
•

Cross sell

•

Upsell

•
•
•
•
•

FIGURE 4: Do you use online advertising to better understand
the audiences within your own CRM database?

23%

No, and not
planning to
within the next
12 months

37%
Yes

40%

No, but planning
to in the next 12
months

FIGURE 5: Do you expect to manage a DMP internally in the
future?

17%

No plans at this
time

31%

Planned post

data center, which comes together in a dedicated
DMP.
This is why we were surprised to learn that 51 percent
of the CMOs we polled outsource their DMPs to third

24%

Yes, currently
managing a DMP
internally

28%

Planned for

we polled are outsourcing as an intermediary step
to build a foundation before taking more control of
our survey plan to move their DMP in-house within
the next two years.

“You cannot outsource your way out of this."
- Raj Rao, 3M
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Mandates
All channels – from TV to print to radio as well as
social advertising insights that surface around audience
and creative combinations, as well as message
sequencing, timing and frequency. Some of the
greatest insights today are stemming from advertising
platforms with known audiences, like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and Pinterest. Identify testing
scale as you demonstrate success and identify best
practices.

Map a learning agenda for each campaign

FIGURE 8: A Digital-First Brand Building Model

Digital advertising campaigns aren’t just an opportunity
opportunity to answer business questions. They provide
environments to learn rapidly about existing and
prospective audiences, especially when marketers
articulate clear hypotheses before launching.

Business
Strategy

Take control of your data

OPTIMIZE

Data are transformational byproducts of sophisticated
partners will always be valuable for guiding strategy
and introducing new tools and products, brand
marketers should take control of their data and set
a direction for mastering them over time.

Be agile

To unlock the full value of digital advertising and
learning, marketers need autonomy and authority
to make quick decisions based on what they learn
about their customers, and how they want to be
engaged. They also need to report insights in a
inform overall business strategy.

Adopt a storytelling framework

Marketing to known audiences provides a key
competitive advantage: precision. This includes
precision over who sees a series of messages, the
order in which those messages are served and the
frequency of each. The result? Marketers can move
from message transmission to cohesive storytelling,
with little waste. Marketers who take advantage
of this precision to amplify their narratives will
gain competitive advantage, especially as all media
become digital and addressable.

Digital Testing
and Execution

Business
Results

Scale Across
Channels
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About The CMO Club

The CMO Club is the world’s most engaged and inspired community of Senior
Marketing Executives who help each other solve their biggest challenges,
within a candid, trusted, and sharing environment. Collaboration fueled by
inspiring events and within the members-only Digital Solutions Clubhouse
raises the standard for what is required to be a successful Chief Marketing
today’s Senior Marketer for peer-based personal and career success support.
For more details, please visit www.thecmoclub.com.

About SocialCode

SocialCode is a technology and insights company that manages digital advertising
for the world’s leading consumer brands. SocialCode decodes human needs
to deliver actionable insights from consumer data on advertising platforms like
Facebook®, Twitter, Instagram and Pinterest. SocialCode is the only major
social marketing platform that combines automation with a strategic services
group. That’s why marketers like AB InBev, Nestle, Capital One, Reckitt
Benckiser and Macy’s trust SocialCode to know what to do now and what to
do next. Visit SocialCode.com to learn more.
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